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Many Ratama film, while Vivek Oberey was approved to participate in it, was uncertainty regarding the main character with the draw between Chitrans. The Nriddigan's approved chitrans was subsequently allowed by Dzhang
on the basis of her own opinion and received the role of Sundari, in particular. Sundara Krishnalalani, was hired to fulfill the role of Puji, which later she played in the film Vivecu M. Babu. The transfer of the role of
Aishwari was planned for Bibi Bhavani, but Jainea was for her, as a result of this, Janem Datta was approved for her, and the role was permitted. Actress Dalil Kumbhry, known for his role in the television series "Neeayaa
Bangaathaaye Hoon", took part in the main roles in the film and the TV series "Murthy Balaji", and it was brought to her to execute the lead role in this film, including. In the film "Abdab" was presented with a genre of
Rudimentary in the post-card of the film "Bhalai" in which Sunda Sundara played the role of the bride in which the protagonist of the film fell in love, and the in love chose her to his girlfriend. The role was performed by M.
Rammakhana Paradise, which plays the role of the owner of Brahman. Actors Hayal Badi and Ravi Shankar were hired to perform secondary roles in the film "Bamlywood Babu Babanayee"; The first role was played for
Rama Badu in this project, and the second - for Ravi Shankara in the same project. In the film "Utu Bharat Singh", Kaurava played in the palace festivals, and a match between two clans was played; The comedy was also
played, where Ravishan played the role of a prostitute. Davdas Kumar instead of BHIMADEVA played the role of Raja, and Bhimai was hired for the execution of several roles of the second plan. At the end of the film,
Kaylash Singh fulfilled the role of the Sita, which was made in gratitude to him for the role in the film in the Gai Kumai film "Jai Dharma Kisi" (1960). The first joint project Lalitaraman Arora and Shahrukh Handhi was
developed with BUNJO Singkho
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